Overview

Please see below highway improvement works carried out in Shaw over the previous two financial years, along with this current year's programme. Going forward, we are currently underway with an AEI Condition survey of the entire network, the outcome of which will determine all future resurfacing schemes and programmes going forward.

2016/17
Scarr Lane - Resurfacing
Linney Lane - Resurfacing
Grains Road, Shaw – Resurfacing
Duchess Street, Shaw – Flood Alleviation

2017/18
Church Road, Shaw - Resurfacing
Salts Street, Shaw - Resurfacing
Rochdale Road / Fraser Street Junction - Safety Scheme

2018/19 Resurfacing
Big Lamp Roundabout - Resurfacing
Milnrow Road - Resurfacing
High Street, Shaw - Resurfacing
Chamber Road (September 2018) - Resurfacing
Fraser Street (September 2018) - Resurfacing
Smallbrook Road (November 2018) - Resurfacing
Buckstones Road - Safety Barrier Repair
Underwood Way – Footway Resurfacing